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This is a great little tool to make protecting any ledge (or boulder) a little easier. It goes in the crack, and the stem pinches in the edge, stopping the cam from rotating.
This cam has very thin lobes, which is helpful in avoiding stuck cambers. If you find yourself caring more about getting a rock solidly clipped in than you do getting out

unscathed, you may want to reconsider your approach to placing protection. The old adage of take only what you can leave still applies to this way of placing gear. If you
need the rope to stretch to your finger tips or longer, you may want to consider taking off the gear, and putting something else in its place. Its important to note that

certain aspects of a tip-in can put you in a dangerous position, depending on how the piece fits into the crack. Sometimes a piece can stay stuck so tight that you cant
even hand-draw it out. Its the same basic concept as placing a large cam, but at the other end of the spectrum. If a rock is snug in the crack, youll find it harder to fall in
that direction than if it is loose in the crack. Be sure to not place a large cam too far into a crack, and always place things in such a way that the rock just wobbles in the

crack. To climb a crack, you need to secure the rope between the cracks. This is done using good old-fashioned knots. The most common knot is the bowline, but you can
find ways to secure the rope between cracks in a variety of ways, such as the figure-eight, a figure-of-eight followed by a square knot or two overhand knots. While trying

different knots and ways to secure the rope in a crack may seem complicated at first, after a few moments of practice youll have these down pat.
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